
we are#WeAreTwitter#WeAreTwitter

Brand Voice



why 
brand 
voice?

• Our consumer brand voice 
to-date has been muddied

• We owe it to ourselves and 
the world to tell our story

• To do that authentically, we 
must find our voice
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What the brand voice toolkit will include

Voice Strategy
1. Voice manifesto: the emotionally powerful prose 
that shows how “who we are” (our personality) and 
“what we stand for” (our beliefs) affect how we sound 

2. Voice objectives
- EMOTIONAL: how the user should feel
- TONAL: how it should sound

3. Voice descriptions
- WHAT does that sound like? 
- WHY do we sound like that?
- HOW do we channel it?
- YES/NO examples

Illustration and Application
4. Before & Afters: How can the same content be 
rewritten to sounds like it has the brand voice?

5. Dos & Don’ts: What are the practical things to do 
(or not to do) to apply it?

6. Vocabulary: What words or phrases should we 
often use vs. words or phrases we don’t?

7. Touch point variation: How should voice dial up 
or down across communications touch points?  

8. Checklist: How do writers review their work to 
know it is on brand?



what we stand for
who we are

how we sound

and

affects



what we stand for =    our perspective

who we are =    our personality

how we sound =    our voice



The world comes alive on Twitter
  
Influencers inspire  
Revolutionaries confront the status quo  
Eyewitnesses bring the action to us  

Twitter is alive with perspectives and personalities

WIP



Our perspective
  
We think everyone has the right to join the open exchange 
of information and ideas.  The pulse of the planet beats 
stronger with every voice. We’re on a mission to remove 
barriers, so that everyone has direct, live access.  Access to 
the conversation as it unfolds.  Access to the moment as it 
happens.  We stand for freedom of expression, speaking 
truth to power, and empowering dialogue. 

WIP
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Our personality
  
Our style is lively, empowering, and human.  

WIP



Our personality: Lively
  
We’ve always had some good-natured feistiness in us.  
To us, “fresh with a little edge” beats “polished without 
personality” any day.  We get a kick out of hacking a 
constraint with a little creativity.  We love being 
surprised by quick cleverness — imagination peeking 
out unexpectedly.  Whether used to make a point or 
simply entertain, we’re all for the thrill of unexpected 
discovery.

WIP



Our personality: Empowering
 
We stand for the power of people.  The awe-inspiring raw 
power of a human voice. The power that every voice can have.  
Be bold, be brave, we say.  

Speak up.  Speak out.  Challenge what’s there or declare your support.  Put 
something out there that wasn’t there before.  Or dare to take it all in.  See 
differently.  Discover.  Overcome ordinary.   

Twitter is for feeling alive with what’s happening.  Because in 
a people-powered world, anything is possible.  And the feeling 
is electrifying.

WIP



Our personality: Human
  
We will take a stand when it comes to what we believe, but 
we don’t take sides.  Sharing life’s moments connects us to 
humanity.   It is the human interaction — one to one or one 
to many — that makes the exchange so powerful. So we set 
the tone that all are welcome.  All are invited in to be part of 
something so much bigger than any one of us. 

WIP
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Let’s begin with our brand.
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What we believe

Our beliefs
Freedom of expression — Speaking truth to power — Empowering dialogue

• Access to the open exchange of information and ideas is a fundamental human right.

• Every voice has the power to shape the world in ways big and small.

• Diverse perspectives enrich our lives and challenge us to be better together.

• Participating in shared experiences brings the world together.

• When communities thrive around interests and convictions, they can transcend boundaries and borders.
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What we believe

Our brand purpose 
We connect people to the worlds they care about. We 
remove barriers, giving everyone direct, immediate access 
to the moment as it happens.
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The value we deliver

Our value proposition 
Twitter is the global communications network where everyone 
can share and access information and ideas directly, instantly 
and openly.

Our promise
The world comes alive on Twitter. 
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How we’re different

Instant Open

On Twitter, everyone is invited so 
information and ideas can quickly 
spread across boundaries and 
borders, porous communities easily 
form, and small voices can have 
incredible impact. 

Twitter is the pulse of the planet, 
bringing you direct, open access to 
the most current information, events, 
ideas and conversations, and the 
people at their center.

When things happen in 
the world, you hear about 
them first on Twitter. And 
what’s happening is ever 
changing, ever evolving, 
forever new. 

You can take part in the 
moment as it unfolds; it’s 
here now — live, raw and 
surprising.

Conversational

Twitter is created by people, for 
people — diverse, unfiltered and 
real. Discussions and debates 
are more colorful and more 
powerful when anyone can 
participate and be heard. 

The conversation is always 
evolving, and you decide how 
you want to engage and 
contribute. 
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Beliefs

Freedom of expression — Speaking truth to power — Empowering dialogue
1. Access to the open exchange of information and ideas is a fundamental human right. 
2. Every voice has the power to shape the world in ways big and small. 
3. Diverse perspectives enrich our lives and challenge us to be better together. 
4. Participating in shared experiences as they unfold brings the world together. 
5. When communities thrive around interests and convictions, they can transcend boundaries and borders. 

Purpose We connect people to the worlds they care about. We remove barriers, giving everyone direct, immediate 
access to the moment as it happens.

Value 
Proposition

Twitter is the global communications network where everyone can share and access information and ideas 
directly, instantly and openly.

Promise The world comes alive on Twitter. 

Pillars INSTANT OPEN CONVERSATIONAL

Personality Lively Empowering Human

Twitter Brand Positioning Summary



Voice territory 
exploration

We explored what each personality attribute implies for our voice. 



Fun & quirk
y

Intellig
entsia

Smart
Clever 

Playful

more 
lightness

more 
intelligence

I’m sorry I 
love you. 

I’m sorry. I 
love you. 

It’s important to stop 
at the right place.

Twitter sweet spot
but sometimes we’re 

Playful or Smart 
if the context is right

Not TwitterNot Twitter

How LIVELY will come through in our voice



How EMPOWERING will come through in our voice

Inspire
d

Contro
versial

Provocative

Motivatin
g

softer stronger

Non-conform
ist 

prid
e

Twitter sweet spot
but sometimes we’re 

Motivating or Provocative  
if the context is right

Not Twitter Not Twitter



Clear, c
ris

p, 

highly edited

Warm
Frie

ndly

Conversatio
nal

Subtle yet 

approachable

cool 
simplicity

warmer 
emotion

Twitter sweet spot
Conversational and Approachable 

but not wordy; sometimes we’re 
Warm if the context is right

How HUMAN will come through in our voice



Refined voice 
territories

We’ve honed the wording and are ready to socialize for feedback.
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Our 
personality Lively Empowering Human

Thrill of unexpected
discovery

Alive with what’s 
happening

Invited to be part of 
something bigger

Crisp, current 
and quick-witted

Filled with energy
and momentum 

Conversational yet 
purpose-driven

How it
feels

How it 
sounds



What, why and how 
does Lively sound?



LIVELY
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Our
personality Lively

Thrill of unexpected
discovery

Crisp, current 
and quick-witted

How it
feels

How it 
sounds
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Lively like Twitter  What does that sound like?

Crisp, current and quick-witted
Like a friend who's up to speed and totally gets 
you, we’re always ready with an insightful 
comment, little word play or quick comeback
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Lively like Twitter  What does that sound like?

Crisp, current and quick-witted
Like a friend who's up to speed and totally gets 
you, we’re always ready with an insightful 
comment, little word play or quick comeback
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Lively like Twitter  Why do we sound like that?

Because live means we’re tuned in and on our game
Because constraint inspires creativity
Because unexpected discovery feels magical
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Lively like Twitter  How do we sound like that?
Pack a punch with a bit of wit.

• Keep it crisp and catchy using word 
play to make fewer words work harder

• Throw in a common expression to get 
more milage from a phrase

• Mix up an idiom to catch a reader’s 
attention

Knowledge drop.  But be cool about it.
• Drop in a current event or pop culture 

reference (e.g. song lyrics) when the 
moment is right 

• Channel your inner psychic; reflect 
what you know your audience is 
thinking or feeling

• Show don’t tell 

Walk the line, my friend.  
• Be playful when the context is playful 

(e.g. GIF launch not Mute launch)
• Bring people in — if you need to 

explain the joke, it’s not that funny 
• Be smart, not a smart ass
• Avoid corny, quirky or cringe-worthy

Yes: mix up an idiom Yes: reflect what they feel or think Yes: playful when the context is playful
There’s no such thing as giver’s remorse. 
#GivingTuesday

Remember October? We don’t either. 
Feels like years ago.

Tap the GIF icon to unleash the awesome.

No: be boring when the moment is exciting No: exclude people from the joke No: make people think too much
Current status: The final 22 laps of  
the #DAYTONA500

If you don’t get this ad, don't worry.  
You’re not our target market.

No: be a smart ass



LIVELY
Before & After



Before After
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Twitter.  Your window to the world.
JOIN NOW

Lively like Twitter  Before & After

Let’s get this party started #GIFparty 
You’re invited.

Pop song lyrics that 
most people know, 
alluding to what they 
may discover if they 
log on

Trending hashtag 
shows what’s 
happening now

Makes audience feel 
part of it, not outside

You’re invited



After
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Check out the top videos of the week on 
Twitter.
WATCH THEM NOW

Lively like Twitter  Before & After

Procrastinate better.
Hottest videos of the week.

Procrastinate better.
Hottest videos of the week.

Before

Shows we get 
what the 
audience is 
thinking

Crisp, not 
boringly 
descriptiveTake a break now



AfterBefore
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Scorched track & the smell of burnt rubber 
#HAMLIN #DAYTONA500 

Current status: The final 22 laps of the 
#DAYTONA500 

Lively like Twitter  Before & After

Show 
don’t tell

# captures live 
nature and real-
time updates

Scorched track & the smell of burnt rubber #HAMLIN #DAYTONA500



LIVELY
all together now
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Lively like Twitter  SUMMARY: what, why and how
WHAT does 
that sound like?

Like a friend who's up to speed and totally gets you, we’re always ready with an insightful comment, little word 
play or quick comeback. 

WHY do we 
sound like that? 

Because live means we’re tuned in and on our game
Because constraint inspires creativity
Because unexpected discovery feels magical

HOW do we 
channel it?

Pack a punch with a bit of wit.
• Keep it crisp and catchy using word play to make 

fewer words work harder
• Throw in a common expression to get more 

milage from a phrase
• Mix up an idiom to catch a reader’s attention

Knowledge drop.  But be cool about it.
• Drop in a current event or pop culture reference 

(e.g. song lyrics) when the moment is right 
• Channel your inner psychic; reflect what you 

know your audience is thinking or feeling
• Show don’t tell 

Walk the line, my friend.  
• Be playful when the context is playful (e.g. GIF 

launch not Mute launch)
• Bring people in — if you need to explain the joke, 

it’s not that funny 
• Be smart, not a smart ass
• Avoid corny, quirky or cringe worthy

Yes: mix up an idiom Yes: reflect what they feel or think Yes: playful when the context is playful

There’s no such thing as giver’s 
remorse. #GivingTuesday

Remember October? We don’t either. 
Feels like years ago.

Tap the GIF icon to unleash the 
awesome.

No: be boring when the moment is exciting No: exclude people from the joke No: make people think too much

Current status: The final 22 laps of  
the #DAYTONA500

If you don’t get this ad, don't worry.  
You’re not our target market.

No: be a smart ass



What, why and how does 
Empowering sound?



EMPOWERING
all together now
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Empower
em·pow·er
əmˈpou(ə)r/

verb

1. give (someone) the authority or power to do something.
synonyms: authorize, entitle, permit, allow, license, sanction, warrant, commission, delegate, 
qualify, enable, equip

2. make (someone) stronger and more confident, especially 
in controlling their life and claiming their rights.
synonyms: emancipate, unshackle, set free, liberate

What the platform does

What the brand does

slide for development only — to be cut



Our personality: Empowering
 
We stand for the power of people.  The awe-inspiring raw 
power of a human voice. The power that every voice can have.  
Be bold, be brave, we say.  

Speak up.  Speak out.  Challenge what’s there or declare your support.  Put 
something out there that wasn’t there before.  Or dare to take it all in.  See 
differently.  Discover.  Overcome ordinary.   

Twitter is for feeling alive with what’s happening.  Because in 
a people-powered world, anything is possible.  And the feeling 
is electrifying.

WIP
slide for development only — to be cut — duplicate in 
upfront of deck
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Empowering like Twitter  SUMMARY: what, why and how
WHAT does 
that sound like?

Like a friend who defies ordinary and writes new rules 

WHY do we 
sound like that? 

Because we believe every voice can make an impact and that you only live once
Because diverse points of view make us stretch, challenging us to be better
Because feeling of the world coming alive on Twitter is electrifying 

HOW do we 
channel it?

Activate your words.
• Motivate through calls to action: use imperatives, 

use active voice, choose action verbs
• Show confidence and with powerful words and 

definitive statements, not exclamation points
• Take your audience there; give a visceral sense 

of being there live by describing sensory detail 
(e.g. smell, touch) and emotional effects 

Energy
• Use short sentences, sometimes clustered to 

create momentum
• Start a sentence with So, And, or But if it helps 

make your point.  Or add a period for emphasis.  
Works. Every. Time. 

xxx
• xxx

Yes: make it visceral Yes: xxx Yes: xxx

Silence blankets the crowd.  
Heartbeats quicken.  The serve 
“pops”.   Be there now.  
#Wimbledon2016

xxx xxx

No: xxx No: xxx No: xxx 

xxx xxx xxx

No: be a smart ass

- exudes confidence and boldness, a little provocative — a 
conversation starter — not shy 
 - rawness that makes you feel viscerally there 

Ideas for empowering 
- original 
- the best type of friend is the one who helps you become 
the best version of yourself 
- Ok to go against the grain 
- "We set out" 
- rather than "break the rules" we "write new rules" 
- Twitter is an original and we love other originals. 
- motivate creativity 
- were against ordinary.  We're for extraordinary 
- vu ja dey. Opposite of de ja vu.  Seeing with new eyes. 
- "find your originality.  Find the original you" 
- "originals welcome" 
- originality is a choice 
- comfort with continual change



bonus material

What will the full 
voice toolkit include?



Voice manifesto: the emotionally powerful prose that shows how “who we 
are” (our personality) and “what we stand for” (our beliefs) affect how we sound 
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Brand voice toolkit overview
1. Voice manifesto



Voice objectives
- EMOTIONAL: how the user should feel
- TONAL: how it should sound
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Brand voice toolkit overview
2. Voice objectives



Voice descriptions
- WHAT does that sound like? 
- WHY do we sound like that?
- HOW do we channel it?
- YES/NO examples
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Brand voice toolkit overview
3. Voice descriptions



Brand voice toolkit overview
4. Before & Afters 
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BEFORE

AFTER
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Brand voice toolkit overview
5. Dos & Don’ts example
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Brand voice toolkit overview
6. Vocabulary
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Brand voice toolkit overview
7. Touch point variation
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Brand voice toolkit overview
8. Checklist


